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Abstract
Porous magnesium is highly attractive for various applications such as hydrogen storage and biomedical materials. Although the incorporation of pores into dense magnesium leads to attractive properties such as low density, large surface area and high hydrogen storage capability, the formation of porous structure usually deteriorated mechanical properties. Some reinforcing phases were added to the magnesium matrix to improve the mechanical properties. We manufactured porous magnesium–carbon composites with different porosity and different carbon concentration and investigated their mechanical properties, deformation mechanisms, and strengthening mechanisms. The composites with low porosity manifest stretch-dominated deformation, while the composites with high porosity demonstrate bending-dominated deformation. Various theoretical models (i.e. Shear Lag model, Rule of mixture model, Strengthening factor model, and Zhang & Chen model) were utilized to obtain yield strength predictions. The Rule of mixture model, Strengthening factor model, and Zhang & Chen model provided the yield strength predictions that match well with the experimental data for the composites with low carbon concentration. The Shear Lag model and Rule of mixture model provided the yield strength predictions that match well with the experimental data for the composites with high carbon concentration, and load transfer is the dominating strengthening factor.
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